
IMDb Movies & TV

**About IMDb Movies & TV**

IMDb Movies & TV is the largest database for movies, TV and stars worldwide. By using the app

you can access information, trailers and reviews of more than 1.5 million movies and TV series

even on the move. 

IMDb is a paradise for every movie and series fan. In the world’s largest movie and series data

base you find more than 1.5 million movie and TV titles. IMDb does not only supply you with much

information about movies, TV series or stars but also with trailers or many reviews. You can also

access different IMDb charts and enjoy popular IMDb lists like the top-rated movies or most

popular movies.

**IMDb Movies & TV – features:** 

-	Access to the largest movies and series data base: By using the IMDb app you can access the

world’s largest data base for movies, TV series and stars. IMDb supplies you with detailed and

exciting information, the most current trailers and user & critic reviews. If you use IMDb app, you

are always well informed about all movies, TV series, stars, producers and directors. The large

data base of IMDb includes information to more than 1.5 million films and TV series and 3.2

million stars. 

-	Discover IMDb charts: In the IMDb app you can enjoy the special IMDb charts, which list e.g. the

top-rated movies or the most popular TV series.  

-	Buy tickets: The app helps you to find the next showtimes in your surroundings. The app uses

your current location and searches for theatres in your vicinity. You cannot only choose your

favorite theatres, but also buy tickets for theatres with your smartphone or tablet. 

-	Information about your favorite movies: IMDb supplies you with much information to millions of

films and TV series. You can e.g. watch film trailers, read movie reviews from users and critics or

smile at famous movie quotes and film mistakes. 

Conclusion: By using the IMDb app you can access world’s largest data base for movies, TV series

and stars even with your smartphone or tablet. Watch the most current movie trailers, search the

first-class IMDb charts and take a look at many movie reviews from users and critics. With the

help of the IMDb app you can find out which movies and TV series are worth watching. 


